A novel native collagen dressing with advantageous properties to promote physiological wound healing.
Chronic hard-to-heal wounds generate high costs and resource use in western health systems and are the focus of intense efforts to improve healing outcomes. Here, we introduce a novel native collagen (90 %):alginate (10 %) wound dressing and compare it with the established oxidised dressings Method: Matrices were analysed by atomic force microscopy (AMF), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and immunoelectron microscopy for collagen types I, III and V. Viability assays were performed with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts. Matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) binding was analysed, and the effect of the wound dressings on platelet-derived growth factor B homodimer (PDGF-BB) was investigated. Unlike oxidised regenerated cellulose (ORC)/collagen matrix and ovine forestomach matrix (OFM), the three-dimensional structure of the native collagen matrix (NCM) was found to be analogous to intact, native, dermal collagen. Fibroblasts seeded on the NCM showed exponential growth whereas in ORC/collagen matrix or OFM, very low rates of proliferation were observed after 7 days. MMP sequestration was effective and significant in the NCM. In addition, the NCM was able to significantly stabilise PDGF-BB in vitro. We hypothesise that the observed microstructure of the NCM allows for an effective binding of MMPs and a stabilisation and protection of growth factors and also promotes the ingrowth of dermal fibroblasts, potentially supporting the re commencement of healing in previously recalcitrant wounds. This work was supported by BSN Medical, Hamburg, Germany.